
WELCOME TO THE FAMILY SPACE.. . .

C L O U D
T W E L V E
C L U B  
Our wide range of Early learning Pedagogical

Development Classes for Children aged 6 weeks to

7 years.



BIG ONE & 
LITTLE ONE

CLASSES
OUR 'BIG ONE LITTLE ONE'

CLASSES ARE IMMERSIVE
CLASSES FOR CHILDREN AGED

FROM 6 WEEKS TO 16 MONTHS
OF AGE

ELG 1.  Listening and Attention

ELG 2.  Understanding

ELG 4.  Moving and Handling

ELG 6.  Self Confidence and Self Awareness

ELG 7.  Managing Feelings and Behaviour

ELG 8.  Making relationships

ELG 16. Exploring and Using Media and Materials



CIRCLE GYM

‘Te whariki’ is the ‘Kiwi’ approach to supporting

children’s sense of belonging promoting a healthy

mind, body and spirit.  Using this approach, this

class supports attachment of adults and children,

exploring movement and relationships.

BIG ONE & LITTLE ONE CLASSES

FINGER FEELINGS

Introducing infants to the idea that learning is fun

and developing a desire to acquire skills and

knowledge is the philosophy behind the ‘Maria

Montessori’ method.  This class empowers early

physical, intellectual and sensual development.



MONSTER MESSY

‘Loris Malaguzzi’ once said, "Our task regarding

creativity is to help children climb their own

mountains as high as possible, no one can do

more."  This Reggio inspired infant creativity

classes set to expose infants to pattern, colour,

texture and shape, whilst stimulating their senses

and motor control.

BIG ONE & LITTLE ONE CLASSES

RAINMAKERS

This heuristic sensorial singing class for babies

explores natural play, sensory development and

early movement to support children's early

development both physically and emotionally. 

 This class also promotes early communicative

tools in infancy.



Early Learning 
Pre-School Fun Classes.

ELG 1 Listening and Attention

ELG 2 Understanding

ELG 3 Speaking

ELG 4 Moving and Handling

ELG 6 Self Confidence and Self Awareness

ELG 7 Managing Feelings and Behaviour

ELG 8 Making Relationships

ELG 12. Shape, Space and Measures

ELG 13. People and Communities

ELG 14. The World

ELG 16 Exploring and Using Media and Materials

ELG 17 Being Imaginative

OUR EARLY LEARNING CLASS SCHEDULE RUNS
WEEKLY OFFERING A SELECTION OF MORNING

AND AFTERNOON CLASSES FOR OUR ‘MORNING
SUNSHINE’ AND ‘EVENING SUPERSTAR’
PRE-SCHOOLERS AGED 16M – 3 YEAR



THE MONTESSORI APPROACH

We have chosen to adopt the Montessori theory

of 'child led learning' in our Pre-School classes,

 ensuring we optimize on our role as an observer

and support the child to take an interest and

make choices in their own learning.  Our Preschool

classes focus on the following areas of the

Montessori Curriculum;

Practical Life

Sensorial and Pre-Mathematics

Language

Culture

Whilst incorporating subjects such as art, science

and music.

PRESCHOOL EARLY LEARNING CLASSES

RAINCLOUDS

Through experimenting with musical instruments,

movement actions and repetitive

children’s favourites  this class supports language

development, communication, reasoning and

emotive recognition.  Come and join this fun

singalong.



TENT TRICKS

Physically challenging children through mini – gym

is great fun.  It supports self-confidence, spatial

awareness and gross motor.  Come and have fun

with our apparatus in our themed circus class

setting.

PRESCHOOL EARLY LEARNING CLASSES

BOOGIE BEARS

Motivating our senses through movement and

freedom of expression as we explore different

dance styles and genre’s of music.



FOREST FAIRYTALES

Introducing sounds each week, allowing our

senses to see, hear and explore the shape of the

sound.  We take our weekly theme and find a

literal story to read developing our language and

understanding of the subject, through storytelling

forms and puppetry in this magical class.

PRESCHOOL EARLY LEARNING CLASSES

LITTLE ARTISTS

Through our approach to art we explore the work

of Artistry near and far, observing water-colour, oil

and pastel photographs and recreating our

vision.  Using media materials and clay to portrait

objects from the world all around us.



LITTLE EINSTEINS

Through exploration of plants, flowers and

animals, and the environment, this class

encourages children to experiment with nature

and develop an understanding of lifecycles and

the properties we need to survive.

PRESCHOOL EARLY LEARNING CLASSES

LITTLE EXPLORERS

Exploring the world around us through the eyes of

‘Christopher Columbus’ and ‘Winston Churchill’. 

Children will understand the artefacts of texture,

colour and symbolism from around the globe.



BILINGUAL BUNNIES

Through play experiences, literacy and games,

children will explore different languages each

week, with a special focus on Spanish and French.

PRESCHOOL EARLY LEARNING CLASSES

YOGI BEARS

A fun, interactive yoga class for toddlers and early

years children to help improve co-ordination,

balance and concentration. Each week we will

focus on a different theme, pairing storytelling with

movement.



Immersive Classes
for 3 – 7 years

WE ENCOURAGE A VARIETY OF
CREATIVE, FUN AND IMAGINATIVE
CLASSES FOR CHILDREN BETWEEN

THE AGES OF 3 AND 7 YEARS.  EACH
CLASS IS A PLANNED AND

DEMONSTRATIVE CLASS WITH
LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND

OUTCOMES TO SIGNIFY A MINDFUL
EXPERIENCE FOR CHILDREN.



THE GREEN PEOPLE

The environment in which we live is precious, and

the ’green’ people will explore the importance of

recycling and upcycling through project based

activities.

IMMERSIVE CLASSES FOR 3 – 7 YEARS

SPELL CASTORS

Experiencing the ultimate illusion, through arts and

magic, we explore the brains natural chemistry

behind a trick.



SHOW STOPPERS

From Choral Speaking, to Directing and

Performing, this class explores a children’s

favourite musical, film or story through role play

and interpretation this is a magical dance and

drama class.

IMMERSIVE CLASSES FOR 3 – 7 YEARS

TENDER TASTES

Identifying the value of plants, herbs and spices

through exploring colour, texture, climate and

seasons to understand sweet and savoury recipes.



MINDSTORMER’S

The learning laboratory is here to explore the

Universe, Elements and Compounds of the

environment and natural science through activities

and experiments.

IMMERSIVE CLASSES FOR 3 – 7 YEARS

MADAM MANDALA

Through the Waldorf – Steiner inspired art class,

this project based mindful artistry class inspires

Artistic feeling through exploration of the colour

palette, variety of materials, medias and properties

to create art provoking curiosity.



THE BOTANIST

Through the Montessorian approach to ‘Botany’

we explore the scientific approach to evolution,

physiology and the classification of plant groups

and the lifecycles of plants and flowers

IMMERSIVE CLASSES FOR 3 – 7 YEARS

CREATIVE CREATURES

Through the Montessorian approach to ‘Zoology’,

we explore the scientific approach to evolution,

physiology and the classification of animal groups

including habitats and lifecycles.



FORTUNE FEELINGS

Supporting emotional resilience and recognition of

feelings through an interactive storytelling circle

time.  Meet our feeling friends in this interactive

class.

IMMERSIVE CLASSES FOR 3 – 7 YEARS

COUNTING COUNTIES

Exploring different cultural traditions and

expressive languages, this class visits the key

vocabulary of a multitude of countries and

continents.



Signature Classes

•
OUR SIGNATURE CLASSES ARE

SUPPORTED THROUGH LEADING
PROFESSIONALS IN THEIR FIELD

PROMOTING MINDFUL LEARNING
EXPRESSIVE CLASSES FOR CHILDREN

 
MINDFULNESS DECREASES ANXIETY,

IMPROVES SLEEP PATTERNS,
SUPPORTS DIGESTION AND

INCREASES ATTENTION FOR
CHILDREN.



BALLET

Building confidence, self-expression and

motivation, whilst increasing concentration and

decreasing anxiety through movement to classical

music.  Through this story telling sequential ballet

class.

SIGNATURE CLASSES

YOGI

Increasing self awareness, and confidence through

yoga stretches and strengthening of the body

through movements of the body and balancing of

the body.  Yoga for children increases

concentration and decreases anxiety.



MARTIAL MINDS

Creating confidences, exploring resilience and

understanding movement.  Martial minds is a

Martial Arts themed class linking meditation and

movement.

SIGNATURE CLASSES

STRING QUARTET

Supporting early concentration and physical

coordination, children will learn to harmonise usin

the Violin or Viola.


